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Abstract—The TerraSAR-X satellite is a high-resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system launched in June 2007 which
provides the option to split the antenna in along-track direction
and sample two physical channels separately. Modern SARs are
equipped with active phased array antennas and multiple channels. In order to keep costs low, TerraSAR-X uses the redundant
receiver unit for the second channel such that fore and aft channel signals are combined by a hybrid coupler to form sum and
difference channel data. The dual receive antenna (DRA) mode
can either be used to acquire along-track interferometric data or
to acquire signals with different polarizations at the same time
(Quad-Pol). Fore and aft channel reconstruction is necessary if
ground moving target indication (GMTI) algorithms such as the
displaced phase center antenna technique or along-track interferometry shall be applied, and in order to separate the horizontally
and vertically polarized received signal components. The proposed
approach uses internal calibration pulses from different calibration beams in order to estimate and compensate the hardware
impact. The theoretical framework together with the results from
the experimental data evaluation for the fore and aft channel
reconstruction of the TerraSAR-X DRA mode are presented. The
impact of the receive hardware transformation matrix estimation
accuracy on errors in the reconstructed fore and aft channel image
data is studied, and first examples on the GMTI capability of the
TerraSAR-X DRA mode are given.
Index Terms—Along-track interferometry (ATI), calibration,
dual receive antenna (DRA) mode, ground moving target indication (GMTI), space-based radar, synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
TerraSAR-X.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE TECHNOLOGICAL progress in remote sensing applications based on spaceborne synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) developed flexible radar systems to satisfy the user
needs for global Earth observation and reconnaissance. Recent satellite SAR instruments such as the German satellite
TerraSAR-X [1], [2], the Canadian SAR satellite Radarsat-2
[3], and the Italian satellite constellation COSMO Sky-Med
[4] are featuring multiple channels separated in along-track
direction in order to not only produce high-resolution images of
the Earth but also detect movements. Example applications for
ground moving target indication (GMTI) are detection of road
traffic [5], ship surveillance [6], river current measurements
[7], [8], or oceanography [9], to name a few. Furthermore,
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multiple channels separated in along-track direction allows for
receiving different polarizations at the same time (in the socalled Quad-Pol mode). Applications thereof are in the field
of polarimetry such as soil moisture or biomass estimation
[10]. With TerraSAR-X, two receive channels separated in
along-track direction can be realized either by switching between the fore and aft antenna halves from pulse to pulse, or
with the dual receive antenna (DRA) mode. While the toggling
in the single-channel switched aperture mode is implemented
by alternately attenuating the fore and aft antenna halves, in
the DRA mode, the signals of the fore and aft antenna halves
are combined by a hybrid coupler [11] generating the sum
and difference channel data. While the sum channel data are
sampled by the main receiver unit, the difference channel data
are sampled by the redundant receiver unit. Generating the
sum and difference channel data instead of the fore and aft
channel data is a low-cost and efficient method to implement
a two-channel mode that requires little change to the front-end
hardware at the cost of a more complex calibration procedure.
In the along-track interferometric mode (ATI mode), fore and
aft channel reconstruction in the processing is necessary, if
GMTI algorithms such as the displaced phase center antenna
(DPCA) technique or along-track interferometry (ATI) shall be
applied [5], [12]. For the Quad-Pol mode, fore and aft channel
reconstruction is necessary in order to separate the horizontally
and vertically polarized received signal components, because
one polarization is received by the fore, the other polarization
by the aft channel. Although this paper focuses on the fore
and aft channel reconstruction of the ATI mode, it is expected
that the same channel reconstruction procedure is valid for the
Quad-Pol mode as well, since both modes use the same transmit
and receive hardware.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the theoretical framework for the proposed approach of fore and aft
channel reconstruction based on internal calibration pulses and
calibration beams is derived [13]. Therefore, in Section II-A,
the impact of the DRA mode transmit and receive hardware
on the fore and aft channel imaging signals is explained. In
Section II-B, the available calibration pulses are introduced
and which hardware sections they characterize is explained. In
Section II-C, the calibration beams available for the DRA mode
data takes are introduced. With this understanding, a strategy
for transformation matrix estimation, fore and aft channel reconstruction, and hardware impact compensation is introduced
in Section II-E. Since a beneficial domain for the SAR image
data analysis from along-track arrays is the range/Doppler
domain, in Section III, the fore and aft channel image data as
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the TerraSAR-X DRA mode hardware implementation. Paths of the imaging pulses (blue) on transmit and (red) on receive.

they appear at the fore and aft antenna halves are modeled in
the range/Doppler domain. The corresponding expressions for
the image data after receive hardware transformation in sum
and difference channel domain are formulated in Section III-B.
Based on this the propagation of errors in the receive hardware
transformation matrix estimation to the reconstructed fore and
aft channel imaging signals and the ATI signal is derived in
Section III-C.
In Section IV, the results of the experimental data evaluation are presented. In Section IV-A, the two DRA mode
campaigns that were performed in 2008 are briefly summarized
and the TerraSAR-X system parameters as well as the data
take parameters for the data takes analyzed in this paper are
given. Analysis of the experimental imaging data is shown in
Section IV-B. While the analysis of the imaging data gives first
hints on the actual receive hardware transformation matrix, the
complete transformation matrix can be estimated by use of the
calibration pulses with different calibration beams. The analysis
of the experimental data of the calibration pulses and the
transformation matrix estimation is presented in Section IV-C.
A first example on the GMTI capability of the TerraSAR-X
ATI mode is given in Section IV-D. Section V summarizes the
findings.
II. F ORE AND A FT C HANNEL R ECONSTRUCTION
A simplified hardware block diagram of the TerraSAR-X
DRA mode realization is shown in Fig. 1. TerraSAR-X is
a design-to-cost system, where the nominal SAR hardware
is designed and optimized for single-channel operation, thus
GMTI or fully polarimetric capabilities are not foreseen in
nominal operation. However, the satellite includes redundant
hardware for the critical components. The redundancy concept
is such that two receive channels are available when both the
nominal and the redundant hardware are used. Although this

is against the common redundancy system usage strategy, it
also offers the attractive possibility of using the aforementioned
applications in special cases. Specifically two identical, instead
of one, central electronics (CE) units are available, where the
transmit and receive signals have to be routed such that any
one of the CE units can be activated. If the two receive channels shall furthermore be usable for experimental two channel
modes, this raises the question of how to route the hardware
components. An elegant solution to this problem is the use of
a hybrid junction: By the use of the hybrid junction the signals
received by the whole antenna may be processed by the main
CE as a sum beam if the phase shifts applied to the signals
received by each of the antenna panels are such that they add
up in phase for the main pointing direction. If, additionally,
the redundant CE is used, the difference beam can as well be
recorded. By transforming the sum and difference channel data
back to fore and aft channel data, the original two channel
data can be reconstructed. In case of failure of the main CE,
the system can still be operated as a single-channel system by
use of the redundant CE and application of a π phase shift to
the antenna panels of one antenna half, because this effectively
turns the difference beam into a sum beam. It is this routing
solution which requires an extra effort for fore and aft channel
reconstruction.
The hardware characterization showed some fast frequency
dependence as well as small variations from data take to data
take. Furthermore, the phase between the sum and difference
channel is not constant but rather changes from data take to
data take and also as a function of fast frequency. One reason
for this is the temperature change of the radio-frequency (RF)
components used for signal routing. Furthermore, although
only one ultrastable oscillator is used as reference for both CEs,
each CE uses its own phase-locked loop (PLL) to generate the
RF signal. In summary, both the cables’ temperatures and the
PLL result in small variations of the hardware, which can be
kept constant during one data take, but vary from data take to
data take. However, for spaceborne radar systems a high degree
of agreement between the channels is required, which can be
achieved by calibration. This is the case because due to the
large separation between radar and target already small errors in
the along-track interferometric phase cause for the example of
GMTI a large target azimuth positioning error. Furthermore, the
high platform velocity causes small along-track interferometric
phases compared to airborne radar systems. For the example of
GMTI, small phase errors transform into comparatively large
errors in the estimated target radial velocity. For these reasons,
the on-ground characterization of the receive hardware is not
sufficient for the fore and aft channel reconstruction in the
DRA mode. Instead, the receive hardware transformation matrix has to be estimated data-adaptively for each data take. The
methodology for estimating the hardware transformation matrix
is to measure the impact of the hardware on internal calibration
pulses which travel through different sections of the hardware
and to apply different calibration beams. In this section, the
theoretical background is provided for an understanding of
how hardware imperfections impact the imaging signals and
the fore and aft channel signal reconstruction. A method for
estimation and compensation of the hardware impact by use
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of calibration pulses and calibration beams is then developed.
Considering this special hardware implementation this paper
deals with a topic, which in this context is mostly relevant for
TerraSAR-X. Nevertheless, considering the significance of the
applications on one side and the fact that TanDEM-X (to be
launched in 2009) will exploit the same redundancy technique,
the presented solutions are considered of high relevance.
A. Imaging Signals
The paths of the imaging signals through the TerraSAR-X
DRA mode hardware are shown in Fig. 1. The transmitted
imaging signals (indicated in blue) are generated in the main
channel and travel through the hybrid coupler from the main
channel to the fore and aft channel transmit hardware where
they are radiated by the antenna. The phased array antenna
consists of 12 panels in azimuth. Each panel consists again of
32 rows in height. Together they make up 384 subelements,
where each subelement is equipped with a transmit/receive
module (TRM). On receive the antenna is split into fore and
aft antenna halves. Behind the antenna, the received imaging
signals (indicated in red) travel through the fore and aft receive hardware and are combined to form sum and difference
channel signals in the hybrid coupler. Note that the antenna
transmits as a single unit (where only one transmit polarization
is possible at a time), but is split on receive. Behind the hybrid
coupler, the signals travel on the main and redundant receive
hardware until they are sampled and recorded. The 2-D fastfrequency/Doppler-frequency spectra of the received sum and
difference channel imaging pulses ZI,Σ (fr , f ), ZI,Δ (fr , f )
with subscripts I indicating imaging pulses are



 

S (f , f )
NΣ
ZI,Σ (fr , f )
= HRx (fr )HTx (fr ) I,1 r
+
NΔ
ZI,Δ (fr , f )
SI,2 (fr , f )
(1)


H11 (fr ) H12 (fr )
HRx (fr ) =
H21 (fr ) H22 (fr )
where the transfer function HTx (fr ) describes the whole transmit hardware path and HRx (fr ) the whole receive hardware
path as a function of the fast frequency or range frequency
hardware, H11 (fr ) = H12 (fr ) =
fr . For the ideal receive √
H21 (fr ) = −H22 (fr ) = 1/ 2. The slow frequency or azimuth frequency dependence is expressed by f . NΣ and NΔ
are the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) components.
The 2-D frequency spectra of the fore and aft channel signals
SI,1 (fr , f ), SI,2 (fr , f ) after SAR integration and azimuth
compression [14], [15] can be expressed as follows:
SI,1 (fr , f ) = A(f ) · ej 2v f · e−j kr fr
π

πd

−j πd
2v f

SI,2 (fr , f ) = A(f ) · e

2

−j kπr fr2

·e

(2)
.

(3)

Subscript 1 indicates fore and subscript 2 aft channel, A(f ) is
the azimuth antenna pattern weighting versus Doppler, d is the
fore/aft along-track baseline, v the inertial platform velocity,
and kr = B/T the pulse chirp rate defined by the chirp bandwidth B and the pulse duration T . For simplicity (and because
it can be corrected in principal), range cell migration was
neglected here. Furthermore, the pulse envelope was neglected.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the TerraSAR-X DRA mode hardware implementation. Paths of the (blue) Tx, (red) Rx, and (green) CE calibration pulses through
the hardware.

Instead a perfectly rectangular pulse envelope was assumed and
the pulse chirp is defined only for the fast-frequency interval
where the rectangular pulse envelope is different from zero. The
azimuth chirp can be assumed to be compensated (e.g., in the
azimuth compression step of the SAR focusing). Furthermore,
it does not play a role for the analysis of the interferometric
signals since it cancels out.
B. Calibration Pulses
Calibration pulses are generated before, in between, and after
each data take in order to calibrate the system [13], [16]. There
are three types of calibration pulses which differ in the section
of the hardware they characterize (Fig. 2): The transmit (Tx)
calibration pulses (indicated in blue in Fig. 2) are sent through
the transmit hardware of the system and are the same for both
channels. Before the signals enter the antenna, they are coupled
to the calibration network, which is only used to acquire the
calibration pulses but which is not passed by the imaging
pulses. This is the section starting behind the TRMs and ending
where the Tx calibration pulses are recorded. The receive (Rx)
calibration pulses (indicated in red in Fig. 2) are sent through
the receive hardware and characterize the fore and aft channel
receive hardware between antenna and hybrid coupler, the
hybrid coupler, as well as the section between hybrid coupler
and the recording units. Similar to the Tx calibration pulses the
Rx calibration pulses travel through some additional hardware,
which is only used to acquire the calibration pulses but not
passed by the imaging pulses. For the Rx calibration pulses, this
is the hardware section starting behind the source, where the
calibration pulses are generated until the Rx calibration pulses
are fed into the TRMs. The third type of calibration pulses are
the CE calibration pulses (indicated in green in Fig. 2) used to
characterize the hardware sections, where only the Tx and Rx
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calibration pulses, but not the image data, pass through. While
both Tx and both CE calibration pulses are pretty much the
same for sum and difference channels, because they run through
the same paths (except for a short hardware section which is
not characterized), this is not true for the Rx calibration pulses:
Fore and aft channel signals travel through the hardware of the
fore and aft channel receive path before the hybrid coupler. In
the hybrid coupler, the signals are combined to form sum and
difference channel, and after the hybrid coupler the sum and
difference channel signals travel on different propagation paths
again.
As well as for the imaging pulses, the transmitted calibration
pulses are modeled as ideal signals and the recorded calibration
pulses Z(fr ) as the transformed pulses. The transmitted Tx and
CE calibration pulses can be expressed as
STx (fr ) = SCE (fr ) = e−j kr fr
π

2

(4)

with amplitudes normalized to one and fr extending over the
fast-frequency interval defined by the pulse chirp bandwidth B.
For the Rx calibration pulses SRx,n (fr ), n = 1, 2 describing
the two physical channels of TerraSAR-X, where one stands
for the fore channel and two represents the aft channel, various
different complex weighting factors bn , called calibration
beams, can be applied
SRx,n (fr ) = bn e−j kr fr
π

2

(5)

where subscript n = 1 indicates fore and n = 2 aft channel
signals and bn is the sum of the weighting factors from
192 TRMs. By application of different weighting factors bn ,
different calibration beams can be generated as is explained in
Section II-C.
C. Calibration Beams
Calibration beams are complex amplitude weightings generated by the TRMs which are applied to the calibration pulses in
order to study the hardware impact on different signals. The
beams used here for the estimation of the receive hardware
transformation matrix are the following.
• CalDRA: This calibration beam is the beam which is
chosen for standard DRA mode data takes. Here, the
calibration pulses sent through the fore channel receive
hardware of the system are phase shifted by b1 = ejπ/4 ,
while the pulses sent through the aft channel receive
hardware are phase shifted by b2 = e−jπ/4 . Due to the π/2
phase offset, the sum and difference channel signals are
expected to be of equal amplitudes.
• F ORE: For this calibration beam, no phase offset is
applied to the pulses sent through the fore and aft channel receive hardware. Instead, an amplitude weighting of
−20 dB is applied to the pulse which is sent through the
aft channel receive hardware (b1 = 1, b2 = 0.1).
Data takes with two kinds of calibration sequences are available. For the standard DRA mode data takes, only calibration
pulses with the CalDRA beam were employed; for the DRA
mode data takes with special calibration sequence, F ORE and
CalDRA calibration beams were employed.

D. Transformation of Fore/Aft Channel Calibration Pulses
The radar system can be assumed linear and time invariant
here at least within one data take, where the time invariance
is ensured by the temperature compensation mode [16], [17].
Therefore, the system can be characterized by transfer functions
[18]. The transformation of the transmitted calibration pulses
is analyzed in fast-frequency domain. The spectra of the Tx
and CE calibration pulses recorded at the sum and difference
channels ZTx (fr ) and ZCE (fr ), can be written as
ZTx (fr ) = HCE1 (fr )HTx (fr )STx (fr ) + NTx
ZCE (fr ) = HCE1 (fr )HCE2 (fr )SCE (fr ) + NCE

(6)
(7)

with the scalar system transfer functions HTx (fr ) for the
transmit hardware path of the imaging pulses; HCE1 (fr ) for
the hardware section that is used to acquire the Tx calibration
pulses and that is characterized by the CE calibration pulses;
and the AWGN components NTx and NCE . Accordingly,
HCE2 (fr ) is the transfer function of the hardware section used
to acquire the Rx calibration pulses and is characterized by the
CE calibration pulses. STx (fr ) and SCE (fr ) are the spectra of
the transmitted Tx and CE calibration pulses defined in (4).
The recorded sum and difference channel Rx calibration pulses,
ZRx,Σ (fr ) and ZRx,Δ (fr ), result in


ZRx,Σ (fr )
= HRx (fr )HCE2 (fr )
ZRx,Δ (fr )

 

SRx,1 (fr )
NRx,Σ (fr )
×
+
(8)
SRx,2 (fr )
NRx,Δ (fr )
where SRx,1 (fr ) and SRx,2 (fr ) are the spectra of the transmitted Rx calibration pulses and NRx,Σ and NRx,Δ are the AWGN
components.
Due to the fact that the phase reference of the sum and
difference channel data is generated using two different local
oscillators, the receive hardware transfer matrix HRx (fr ) can
in a first approximation be described as an ideal hybrid coupler
fore/aft to sum/difference channel transformation followed by a
phase offset Δν between sum and difference channel


1 ejΔν ejΔν
.
(9)
HRx (fr ) ≈ √
1
−1
2
The phase offset is stable during one data take, but varies
between data takes. Two transformation matrix models are
analyzed in the following: In the simple transformation matrix
model, the receive hardware is assumed ideal and a varying
phase offset between main and redundant channel is assumed.
In the complete model, the receive hardware transformation
matrix is estimated without applying any assumptions.
E. Fore/Aft Channel Reconstruction Procedure
The transformation matrix is estimated by use of the leastsquares method [19]. The objective of the least-squares method
is to adjust the parameters of a model function to best fit a
data set. In our case, the model function of the transformation HRx (fr )HCE2 (f r) of (8) is the transformation matrix
ĤRx (fr ). The best fit is defined when the sum e(fr ) of squared
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differences between the recorded calibration pulses and the calibration pulses predicted from the estimated model is minimum




π
2 2
e(fr ) = ZRx,Σ,Fore (fr )− Ĥ11 (fr )+0.1Ĥ12 (fr ) e−j kr fr

+ ZRx,Σ,CalDRA (fr )



π
2 2
− ejπ/4 Ĥ11 (fr ) + e−jπ/4 Ĥ12 (fr ) e−j kr fr

+ ZRx,Δ,Fore (fr )



π
2 2
− Ĥ21 (fr ) + 0.1Ĥ22 (fr ) e−j kr fr

+ ZRx,Δ,CalDRA (fr )



π
2 2
− ejπ/4 Ĥ21 (fr ) + e−jπ/4 Ĥ22 (fr ) e−j kr fr .
(10)
The minimum of the sum of squares is found by setting the
gradient to zero
∂e(fr )
∂ Ĥ11 (fr )
∂e(fr )
∂ Ĥ21 (fr )

!

∂e(fr )

!

∂ Ĥ12 (fr )
∂e(fr )

=0
=0

∂ Ĥ22 (fr )

!

=0
!

= 0.

impact and range compression, GMTI analysis techniques such
as ATI, DPCA [5], [12], filtering with the inverse clutter covariance matrix, or approximations thereof [21], may be applied.
A beneficial modeling and analysis of the reconstructed fore
and aft channel SAR signals can be performed in range/Doppler
domain. Since the fast-frequency dependence was compensated
in the fore and aft channel reconstruction step, in the following,
we neglect any fast-frequency dependence in (2) and (3). At
first, the fore and aft channel imaging data in range/Doppler
domain as they appear at the fore and aft antenna halves
are modeled in Section III-A. Next, the sum and difference
channel imaging signals after receive hardware transformation
are expressed in Section III-B. Based on these two sections, an
understanding for the shape of the reconstructed fore and aft
channel signals depending on the back-transformation matrix
used can be developed. The propagation of errors in the backtransformation matrix to the reconstructed fore and aft channel
signals is expressed in Section III-C.

(11)

A. Fore/Aft Channel Image Signals

(12)

Assuming that the transmit and receive hardware impact
was compensated in (2) and (3), the recorded fore and aft
channel azimuth Doppler spectra ZI (f ) = [ZI,1 (f ), ZI,2 (f )]
of a single-point scatterer on the ground become

Since the transformation matrix model contains four parameters, the gradient equations yield a system of four linear equations. This allows one to estimate ĤRx (fr ). The effect of
HCE2 (fr ) does not impact the quality of the fore and aft channel reconstruction. It would only have to be considered, if an
absolute calibration is required. In this case, another calibration
beam could be employed which allows one to establish a fifth
equation in order to determine HCE2 (fr ). Since some fastfrequency characteristics of the transformation matrix elements
are expected, the estimation is performed as a function of fast
frequency.
The ideal image data fore and aft channel spectra, SI,1 (fr )
and SI,2 (fr ) (with subscript I indicating image data), are
transformed by the transmit and receive hardware to form the
sum and difference channel spectra ZI,Σ (fr ) and ZI,Δ (fr )
according to (1). Therefore, after estimation of the receive hardware transformation matrix ĤRx (fr ) and fore and aft channel
reconstruction, we obtain




SI,1 (fr )
ZI,1 (fr )
= HTx (fr )
(13)
ZI,2 (fr )
SI,2 (fr )

ZI,1 (f ) = SI,1 (f ) + N1
ZI,2 (f ) = SI,2 (f ) + N2

with N1 and N2 being the AWGN components. Because
azimuth ambiguities cannot be neglected for the TerraSARX ATI mode, the modeling is extended to include the
first-order azimuth ambiguities. More specifically, SI (f ) =
[SI,1 (f ), SI,2 (f )] with f ∈ [−P RF/2, P RF/2] is the vector
containing the fore and aft channel signals in Nyquist band,
while SI (f + P RF ) and SI (f − P RF ) is the vector containing the fore and aft channel first-order azimuth ambiguous
signals, where P RF is the pulse repetition frequency. Due
to the long coherent integration time, as is typical for SAR
systems, the Doppler bins decorrelate and the cross spectral
density matrix of the clutter process Rc,1/2 (f ) can be modeled
as follows [22]:

Rc,1/2 (f ) = E ZI (f )Z†I (f )
1

= σ2
where SI,1 (fr ) and SI,2 (fr ) are the fast-frequency components
of the ideal fore and aft channel imaging signals given in (2) and
(3). ZI,1 (fr ) and ZI,2 (fr ) are the fast-frequency components
of the fore and aft channel signals if ĤRx = HRx . This means
that the receive hardware impact has been removed, and with
the replica signals [13], [20], solely the impact of the transmit
hardware transfer function HTx (fr ) has to be compensated.
III. I MAGE DATA M ODELING
After reconstruction of the fore and aft channel data in
ATI mode, compensation of the transmit and receive hardware

(14)
(15)

×

SI (f + mP RF )
m=−1
S†I (f +

mP RF ) + Rn (f )

(16)

where σ 2 is the received clutter power; † denotes conjugate
complex transposed; and Rn (f ) is the cross spectral density
matrix of the AWGN. Since the AWGN is assumed to be temporally and spatially uncorrelated, Rn (f ) is a diagonal matrix
with the noise power σn2 of each channel on the main diagonals.
Concerning the estimation of the signals versus Doppler, it has
to be noted that the interferometric phase of the stationary target
Doppler spectrum is proportional to the sinus of the azimuth
angle of arrival and independent of range [21]. Therefore, a
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very good signal quality can be achieved by averaging the
interferometric signals in range/Doppler domain versus range.
B. Σ/Δ Channel Image Signals
If the fore/aft to sum/difference channel transformation induced by the Rx hardware section HRx formulated in (1) is
performed, the expression for the cross spectral density matrix
Rc,Σ/Δ (f ) expands to
1

Rc,Σ/Δ (f ) = σ 2

HRx SI (f + mP RF )
m=−1

× S†I (f + mP RF )H†Rx + Rn (f ).

(17)

With no azimuth ambiguities, the phase of the interferometric signal in the fore and aft channel domain com
(f )) =
puted from (14) and (15) is ∠(I(f )) := ∠(SI,1 (f ) · SI,2

πdf /v, where denotes complex conjugate. Thus, I(f ) is
a linear phase ramp over Doppler frequency. The sum and
difference channel Doppler spectra of a single nonmoving
point scatterer in case of ideal transmit and receive hardware
SI (f ) = [SI,Σ (f ), SI,Δ (f )]T and negligible azimuth ambiguities are
√
SI,Σ (f ) = 2A(f ) cos

πd
f
2v
√
πd
SI,Δ (f ) = j 2A(f ) sin
f
2v

(18)
.

(19)

The phase of the interferometric signal in sum and differ
ence channel domain ∠(IΣ/Δ (f )) = ∠(SΣ (f ) · SΔ
(f )) yields
a constant phase π/2 for all negative Doppler frequencies with
−1 < d · f /v < 0 and a constant phase −π/2 for all positive
Doppler frequencies with 0 < d · f /v < 1. At zero Doppler,
the phase jumps by −π.
The simulated azimuth Doppler spectra of the fore/aft channels and the sum/difference channels assuming ideal hybrid
coupler transformation as given in (14), (15), (18), and (19) are
shown in Fig. 3. The absolute values are shown in (a) and (c)
while the ATI phases are shown in (b) and (d). The fore and aft
channel signals have the maximum at zero Doppler and a linear
ATI phase ramp. The sum channel signal has its maximum at
zero Doppler as well, where the maximum value is increased
by 3 dB compared to the fore and aft channel maxima. The
difference channel has its minimum at zero Doppler and the
sum/difference channel ATI phase is constant versus Doppler
frequency with a phase jump of −π at zero Doppler.
With no azimuth ambiguities, the first and second eigenvalues λ1 (f ), λ2 (f ) of the fore/aft channel cross spectral density
matrix versus Doppler defined in (17) can be found to be
λ1 (f ) = 2σ 2 |A(f )|2 + σn2
λ2 (f ) = σn2 .

Fig. 3. (a) Fore/Aft amplitude. (b) Fore/Aft ATI phase. (c) Sum/Difference
amplitude. (d) Sum/Difference ATI phase. (Dashed) Aft or difference channel.

(20)
(21)

While the first eigenvalue represents the antenna pattern
weighting versus Doppler that was contained in the fore and
aft channel data (14), (15) increased by a gain factor of two
for a two channel system, the second eigenvalue gives the
noise level contained in the fore and aft channel signals. When

Fig. 4. Eigenvalue spectra for high and low P RF (noise level normalized to
0 dB). (a) High PRF. (b) Low PRF.

azimuth ambiguities have to be included in the modeling, essentially the second eigenvalue increases toward the edges of the
Nyquist band.
In Fig. 4, the eigenvalue Doppler spectra are shown for two
different P RF s. In (a), the P RF was chosen such that azimuth
ambiguities do not impact the eigenvalue spectra. In this case,
the first eigenvalue (solid) shows the azimuth antenna pattern
weighting of the fore, respectively, aft channel, increased by
3 dB according to (20), and the second eigenvalue (dashed) is
at noise level (21). If the P RF is chosen such that azimuth
ambigutities impact the eigenvalue Doppler spectra [Fig. 4(b)],
the level of the second eigenvalue is increased toward the edges
of the Nyquist spectrum.
With this knowledge about the expected fore and aft channel as well as sum and difference channel imaging data in
mind, we can study the impact of the usage of different backtransformation matrices on the shape of the reconstructed fore
and aft channel imaging data and the deviations from the
ideally expected original fore and aft channel data as given in
Section III-A. With the knowledge about the ideally expected
sum and difference channel data in mind, we can get first hints
on the actual transformation matrix by comparing the actual image data with the ideally expected sum and difference channel
data as given in this section. This is important because for the
DRA mode, variations in the receive hardware from data take
to data take have been observed, and the characterization of the
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TerraSAR-X DRA mode hardware impact is necessary for each
data take. Since the knowledge about the hardware is gained
from calibration pulses, the accuracy of the knowledge depends
on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the number of calibration
pulses employed for each calibration beam. Uncertainties in the
knowledge about the receive hardware transformation matrix
cause errors in the reconstructed fore and aft channel signals.
C. Propagation of Errors in the Σ/Δ to
Fore/Aft Transformation
The propagation of errors in the estimation of HRx to the
reconstructed fore and aft channel imaging signals in case of
an erroneous reconstruction can be formulated by applying the
Gaussian error propagation law in complex arithmetic [23].
The reconstructed fore and aft channel signals, as well as any
metric formed out of these signals such as the ATI phase,
are influenced not only by the noise in the transformation
matrix elements but also by the noise in the sum and difference
channel data. As an example application, we formulate here
the impact on the clutter interferometric signal versus Doppler
frequency. The error propagation could however accordingly be
formulated for moving target signals and GMTI metrics. The
clutter interferometric signal Zati (f ) as a function of Doppler is

Zati (f ) = ZI,1 (f )ZI,2
(f )
= [K11 ZI,Σ (f ) + K12 ZI,Δ (f )]
· [K21 ZI,Σ (f ) + K22 ZI,Δ (f )]

(22)

where the reconstructed fore and aft channel imaging signals
ZI,1 (f ) and ZI,2 (f ) are expressed in terms of the sum and
difference channel imaging data ZI,Σ (f ) and ZI,Δ (f ) and
the elements Kij with i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2 of the backtransformation matrix H−1
Rx . Assuming that the input variables
are pairwise uncorrelated and real and imaginary parts of each
input variable are identically distributed and uncorrelated, the
variance of the ATI signal versus Doppler frequency is
2
2
σati
(f ) = σΣ

∂Zati (f )
∂ZI,Σ

2
2
+ σΔ
2

∂Zati (f )
∂ZI,Δ

2
2
σK
ij

+
i=1 j=1

2

∂Zati (f )
∂Kij

2

(23)

where σΣ and σΔ are the standard deviations of the sum and difference channel signals; while σKij are the standard deviations
of the elements of the back-transformation matrix H−1
Rx ; and ∂
means partial derivative. In the following, the propagation of errors is simulated for the simple receive hardware transformation
matrix model according to (9) and the complete model.
1) Simple Transformation Matrix Model: In the simple
transformation matrix model, the phase offset between sum
and difference channel data has to be estimated and compensated prior to fore/aft channel reconstruction. The impact of
an uncompensated phase offset Δν at the sum channel signal
on the amplitude spectra versus Doppler frequency of the
reconstructed fore and aft channel signals is shown in Fig. 5.
An uncompensated sum channel phase offset Δν causes the
Doppler centroids of the reconstructed fore and aft channel sig-

Fig. 5. Amplitude spectra (in dB) versus Doppler frequency of reconstructed
fore and aft channel signals as a function of an uncompensated sum channel
phase offset Δν (Δν = 0 is the ideal case). (a) Reconstructed fore channel.
(b) Reconstructed aft channel.

Fig. 6. (a) ATI phase (in radians) versus Doppler frequency of reconstructed
fore and aft channel signals as a function of an uncompensated sum channel
phase offset Δν. (b) Cuts through the ATI phase versus Doppler frequency
plane on the left at (solid) Δν = 0 rad and (dashed and dotted/dashed)
Δν = ±1 rad.

nals to disperse. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6, this changes
the interferometric phase ramp versus Doppler frequency of the
reconstructed fore and aft channel signals. For uncompensated
phase offsets |Δν| < π/2, the interferometric phase ramp becomes nonlinear and less steep around zero Doppler as is shown
in Fig. 6 on the right.
2) Complete Transformation Matrix Model: The framework
for a more precise study of the impact from uncertainties
in the transformation matrix elements on the reconstructed
fore and aft channel signals and their ATI signal provided in
Section III-C allows one to study the impact of the image data
SNR and the back-transformation matrix elements’ SNR on the
estimation of the along-track baseline that is the effective fore
and aft channel phase center separation, which is an important
aspect for GMTI applications [24]. In Fig. 7, the effective
along-track baseline estimation out of the simulated image
data is explained: The spatial displacement of the fore and aft
antenna phase centers causes a time shift between the fore and
aft channel image data. In Doppler frequency domain, this time
shift transforms to an ATI phase ramp. Therefore, by estimation
of the slope of the ATI phase ramp, one can determine the
effective along-track baseline between the fore and aft channel
data. In solid line, the true ATI phase ramp is shown, while
the dashed tube around the true ATI phase ramp defines the
limitation of the ATI phase fluctuations given by the standard
deviations for a signal with SNR = 10 dB at the azimuth beam
maximum. In order to avoid biases for the baseline estimation,
a Doppler-frequency interval should be chosen which is free
of azimuth ambiguities. We limit the frequency interval to f ∈
[−1 kHz, 1 kHz]. The maximum and minimum possible baselines which could be estimated incorporating the uncertainties
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averaging versus the number of calibration pulses for each
calibration beam can be performed. Additionally, one could
average versus neighboring fast-frequency samples. However, it
has to be taken into account that this reduces the fast-frequency
resolution of the transformation matrix elements. For increasing
the SNR with the image data, one could perform averaging
versus range and if the integration time is sufficiently long
versus neighboring Doppler bins.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL DATA R ESULTS
Fig. 7. Impact of image data SNR on the ATI phase. (Solid) True fore/aft
channel along-track interferometric phase. (Dashed) Tube around the expected
interferometric phase ramp limited by the standard deviations of the ATI
phases for a signal with SNR = 10 dB at azimuth pointing direction. (Dotted)
Minimum and maximum baselines that could be estimated from the ATI phase
signal if the signal in the Doppler-frequency interval f ∈ [−1 kHz, 1 kHz] is
considered.

Fig. 8. Impact of image data SNR and the transformation matrix elements’
SNR on the effective along-track baseline estimation accuracy σd . Shown is
the standard deviation of the along-track baseline estimation using the fore/aft
channel ATI phase ramp for f ∈ [−1 kHz, 1 kHz] versus the image data SNR.
(Solid) Ideally known back-transformation matrix elements. (Dotted) SNR =
40 dB for back-transformation matrix elements. (Dashed) SNR = 50 dB for
back-transformation matrix elements. (Dotted and dashed) SNR = 60 dB for
back-transformation matrix elements.

of the ATI phase ramp are sketched in dotted lines. Perfectly
known back-transformation matrix elements are assumed here.
Uncertainties are only due to the image data SNR.
In Fig. 8, the standard deviation of the baseline estimation
versus image data SNR obtained from simulation using the
baseline estimator described above for a number of different back-transformation matrix elements’ SNR is shown. In
solid line, the standard deviation of the baseline estimation
only due to image data SNR, but with perfectly known backtransformation matrix elements is shown. For example, the
SNR required to estimate the baseline with an uncertainty of
2σ = 1 mm is about 70 dB. In case that the back-transformation
matrix elements are known with limited accuracy, they determine the maximum possible baseline estimation accuracy. If
for the back-transformation matrix elements SNR = 40 dB, the
maximum possible baseline estimation accuracy is 2σ ≈ 5 cm
(dotted), for SNR = 50 dB 2σ ≈ 1.5 cm (dashed), and for
SNR = 60 dB 2σ ≈ 5 mm (dashed and dotted). When looking
at these SNR values, one has to consider that the SNR can
be increased by 10 log(N ) by averaging versus N samples.
For the estimation of the back-transformation matrix elements,

The TerraSAR-X system parameters and the system parameters of the data takes analyzed in this paper are listed in
Section IV-A. For the reconstruction of the fore and aft channel
signals, two sources of information are available in order to
study the hardware impact for this mode: The image data can be
used to get hints on the actual hardware transformation matrix
by comparison of the image data with the ideally expected
image data as defined in Section III-B. However, usually, the
image data are not used for a precise hardware characterization,
since the image data may, for example, contain effects due to
the inhomogeneity of the backscattering surface or other real
world effects. The results of the image data analysis nevertheless are presented in Section IV-B. Precise hardware characterization is usually performed by use of internal calibration pulses
and calibration beams. The results of the DRA mode hardware
characterization using calibration pulses and calibration beams
are presented in Section IV-C. A first example on the GMTI capability of the TerraSAR-X ATI mode is given in Section IV-D.
A. DRA Mode Campaigns
With TerraSAR-X so far, two DRA mode campaigns were
performed, one in July and one in December 2008. During
both campaigns, multiple data takes were acquired in ATI
and in Quad-Pol mode with varying radar system parameters.
The sensor operates at a center frequency of 9.65 GHz with
a maximum bandwidth of 300 MHz and a maximum P RF
of 6750 Hz. Relevant system parameters are summarized in
Table I. The system parameters adopted for the data takes
discussed in this paper are listed in Table II. F IDnum is the
file identification number [25], the Date gives the day of the
acquisition, while the Time is the universal time coordinated
commanded start time of the data take acquisition, and B is
the pulse chirp bandwidth used. The last row shows the country
over which the data take was acquired.
B. Image Data Analysis
In Fig. 9, on the top, the image data sum and difference
channel amplitude and phase Doppler spectra after averaging
versus range of an ATI mode data take acquired in July 2008
are shown, while on the bottom, the sum and difference channel
amplitude and phase Doppler spectra of an ATI mode data
take acquired in December 2008 are shown. Comparing these
Doppler spectra with the Doppler spectra expected from Fig. 3,
we notice that the amplitude spectra look very much the same
for both data takes. Differences are mainly in the edges of
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TABLE I
T ERRA SAR-X S YSTEM PARAMETERS

Fig. 10. (a) Reconstructed (solid) fore and (dashed) aft channel amplitude
spectra versus Doppler frequency. (b) Interferometric phase versus Doppler
frequency.

TABLE II
S YSTEM PARAMETERS FOR DRA M ODE DATA TAKES

Fig. 11. (a) Amplitudes and (b) phases of the fore/aft to sum/difference
channel transformation matrix elements. H11 (fr ): blue. H12 (fr ): green.
H21 (fr ): red. H22 (fr ): magenta.

of the DRA mode hardware impact is, however, possible by
analysis of the calibration pulses.
C. Calibration Pulses Analysis

Fig. 9. (a) and (c) (Solid) Sum and (dashed) difference channel amplitude
spectra versus Doppler frequency. (b) and (d) Interferometric phase versus
Doppler frequency.

the Nyquist spectrum, where the impact of azimuth ambiguities can be seen for data take F IDnum = 8988 due to the
lower PRF. The interferometric phase spectra are essentially
what we would expect from (18), (19), constant phases versus
Doppler frequency with a phase jump of −π at zero Doppler,
but with a significantly different phase offset in both cases.
In Fig. 10, the reconstructed fore and aft channel amplitude
and interferometric phase spectra versus Doppler frequency are
shown for a reconstruction with a constant sum channel phase
offset estimated out of the CalDRA Rx calibration pulses
just like in the case of the standard ATI mode data takes.
This methodology refers to the simple transformation matrix
model as is described in Section III-C1. As shown in Fig. 10,
this yields the desired results. A more detailed characterization

As was outlined in Section II-E, a complete estimation
of the receive hardware transformation matrix is possible if
multiple calibration beams are applied. The estimated complete
fore/aft to sum/difference channel transformation matrix elements according to Section II-E are shown in Fig. 11. As was
expected from (9), the amplitudes of the transformation matrix
elements are at about −3 dB; for the phases, we see the already
mentioned phase offset Δν in the elements H11 (fr ), H12 (fr ),
which define the transfer of the fore and aft channel signals
to the sum channel port. H21 (fr ) and H22 (fr ) do not contain
a significant phase offset, but have opposite signs, because
these transfer functions define the transition of the fore and aft
channel signals to the difference channel port. Some variation
over frequency in amplitude and phase of the transformation
matrix elements can, however, be noticed.
As was outlined in Section III-C2, for the example of the
ATI phase versus Doppler, which may be used in order to
exactly estimate the effective along-track baseline out of the
imaging data in range/Doppler domain, is highly sensitive to
errors in the estimated receive hardware transformation matrix.
Therefore, an important aspect for the quality of the reconstructed fore and aft channel signals is the accuracy with which
the reconstruction matrix is known. The estimated mean and
standard deviations of the real and imaginary parts of the backtransformation matrix elements are shown in Fig. 12. For the
data take, analyzed eight calibration pulses for each calibration
beam were available. Averaging was performed only versus
the number of calibration pulses, but not versus neighboring
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Fig. 12. Mean and standard deviations versus fast frequency for real and
−1
(fr ): blue.
imaginary parts of the back-transformation matrix elements. H11
−1
−1
−1
H12
(fr ): green. H21
(fr ): red. H22
(fr ): magenta.

fast-frequency samples. The estimated standard deviations for
each fast-frequency bin are therefore relatively high. Decreased
standard deviations could be achieved by averaging versus
neighboring fast-frequency bins. However, averaging versus
fast frequency reduces the resolution in fast frequency and
should not be performed over fast-frequency intervals where
the frequency response varies. In order to determine the fastfrequency intervals for which the transfer matrix elements can
be assumed sufficiently constant, further data takes with an
increased number of calibration pulses for each calibration
beam are necessary. This will allow one to estimate the fore/aft
to sum/difference channel transformation matrix with high
accuracy and high fast-frequency resolution.
For stationary target signals after coregistration, the fore and
aft channel signals should ideally be the same. Differences
between the fore and aft channel data are called channel imbalances [24]. The channel imbalances C(fr,k , fl ) are defined in
(24), shown at the bottom of the page, where ZI,1 (fr,k , fl ) and
ZI,2 (fr,k , fl ) are the reconstructed and coregistered fore and aft
channel data in fast-frequency and Doppler-frequency domain;
fr,k are the fast frequency and fl the Doppler-frequency samples. In order to reduce the noise and enhance the image quality,
a moving average filter is applied which averages over 2N + 1
neighboring fast frequency and 2M + 1 neighboring Dopplerfrequency samples. In Fig. 13(a) and (b), the channel imbalances are shown for reconstructing the fore and aft channel data
under the assumption of ideal receive hardware. This means
only the phase offset between the sum and difference channel

C(fr,k , fl ) =

k+N
n=k−N

Fig. 13. Channel imbalances in (a) and (c) amplitude and (b) and (d) phase
as a function of fast and Doppler frequency. In (a) and (b), the fore and aft
channel data were reconstructed solely by phase offset compensation (simple
model). In (c) and (d), the data were reconstructed by use of the complete estimated receive hardware transformation matrix as a function of fast frequency.
(F IDnum = 4101).

Fig. 14. (a) SAR image of reconstructed fore channel. (b) ATI phase of
reconstructed fore and aft channel SAR images. The images show the mouth
of the Elbe river (F IDnum = 9613).

data is compensated according to (9). In Fig. 13(c) and (d),
the resulting channel imbalances are shown, when the receive
hardware transformation matrix estimated as a function of fast
frequency is applied for fore and aft channel reconstruction.
Ideally, the amplitude imbalances should be 0 dB and the
phase imbalances should be 0◦ . For the simple reconstruction
algorithm, noticable imbalances in amplitude and phase can be
observed which vary versus fast and Doppler frequency. On the
other hand, a significant reduction in channel imbalances can
be achieved by application of the proposed fore and aft channel
reconstruction procedure.
D. Examples on the GMTI Capability
In Fig. 14(a), an example SAR image of a reconstructed fore
channel can be seen, while the ATI image of the reconstructed

l+M

m=l−M ZI,1 (fr,k+n , fl+m )ZI,2 (fr,k+n , fl+m )
k+N
l+M
2
n=k−N
m=l−M |ZI,1 (fr,k+n , fl+m )|

(24)
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fore and aft channel signals after coregistration is shown
in Fig. 14(b). For the reconstruction, the simple transformation matrix model according to Section II-D was used. The
images show the mouth of the Elbe river in Northern Germany.
In both images, azimuth ambiguities are visible in the water
of the mouth of the Elbe river, because the calm water as
the desired target has low SNR. This reveals the azimuth
ambiguities which are usually not as clearly visible as in this
case. While in the SAR image, the azimuth ambiguities appear
as unexpected images of fields in the water, in the ATI image
the azimuth ambiguities are characterized by their phase offset
Δφ = ±πdP RF/v caused by the back folding in Doppler
frequency [15]. The images show that high-resolution fore and
aft channel SAR images can be reconstructed by the proposed
approach and that the proposed approach is able to restore the
interferometric phase signal which is used in array processing
techniques in order to suppress unwanted interference such as
clutter suppression in the case of GMTI or azimuth ambiguity
suppression for improved SAR imaging. A closer look at the
ATI phase image allows one to identify some potential moving
targets in the Elbe. In the next DRA mode campaign, data
takes with ground truth will be available. This will allow for a
detailed analysis of the GMTI performance of the reconstructed
fore and aft channel DRA mode signals.

implementation of sum and difference channels for spaceborne
SAR/GMTI. Furthermore, according to the authors’ knowledge
there is no publication on the increased complexity for the
reconstruction of the fore and aft channel signals with highresolution SAR systems such as TerraSAR-X employing pulse
bandwidths of up to 300 MHz and coherent integration times
over several thousand pulses. In this paper, it was shown for the
first time that with the TerraSAR-X DRA mode high-resolution
spaceborne SAR images of the fore and aft channels can be
reconstructed and the along-track interferometric phase can be
restored.
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